Abstract. We use a specialization of Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation to give a new proof of a recent formula of Hickerson and Mortenson which expands a special family of Hecketype double sums in terms of Appell-Lerch sums and theta functions.
Introduction
In his last letter to Hardy, Ramanujan gave a list of seventeen functions which he called "mock ϑ-functions." Ramanujan's list was divided into four groups of functions which he described as being of orders 3, 5, 5, and 7, with each function defined as a q-series convergent for |q| < 1. Specifically, he defined the functions in terms of Eulerian forms, i.e. q-hypergeometric series. For example, the fifth order mock ϑ-function f 0 (q) reads (1 + q)(1 + q 2 ) + · · · .
Ramanujan also stated that the mock ϑ-functions have asymptotic properties as q approaches a root of unity, similar to those of ordinary theta functions, but that they are not theta functions. Historically, problems for the mock ϑ-functions have involved determining asymptotic properties of the Fourier coefficients, proving identities between the mock ϑ-functions, and determining the modularity properties. Eulerian forms are difficult to work with, so progress on the classical problems was not made until after techniques had been introduced which converted the Eulerian forms into alternate forms such as Appell-Lerch sums, Hecketype double sums, and Fourier coefficients of meromorphic Jacobi forms. However, the techniques employed were not robust.
To prove identities between the third order functions and to find their modularity properties, Watson used a formula from basic hypergeometric series to convert the Eulerian forms to what were essentially Appell-Lerch sums [17] . Watson's techniques did not work for fifth and seventh order functions, so Andrews used a (then) little-known lemma of Bailey to convert the Eulerian forms of the fifth and seventh orders into Hecke-type double sums [2] . Hickerson then used the constant term method to convert from the Hecke-type forms to what were again essentially Appell-Lerch sums. As a result, Hickerson was able to prove the mock theta conjectures for the fifth orders [8] and the analogous identities for the seventh orders [9] . We recall that the mock theta conjectures and the analogous identities for the seventh order functions are identities which express Eulerian forms in terms of the universal mock ϑ-function
For example, the mock theta conjecture for the fifth order f 0 (q) reads
In a breakthrough result [19] , Zwegers showed that Appell-Lerch sums, Hecke-type double sums, and Fourier coefficients of meromorphic Jacobi forms all exhibit the same nearmodular behaviour. Among other applications, Zwegers' result gives a robust method for proving identities between mock ϑ-functions [18, 11] . In joint work with Dean Hickerson, the author found and proved a master formula which expands a family of Hecke-type double sums in terms of Appell-Lerch sums and theta functions [10, Theorem 1.6] . In order to state the expansion formula of the special family of Hecke-type double sums, we need to define some terms. We will use the following definition of an Appell-Lerch sum: Definition 1.1. Let x, z ∈ C * with neither z nor xz an integral power of q. Then
where sg(r) := 1 if r ≥ 0, and sg(r) = −1 if r < 0.
We also define the following expression involving Appell-Lerch sums:
We can now state the formula of [10] which expands a special family of Hecke-type double sums in terms of Appell-Lerch sums and theta functions. 
Here r := r * + {(n − 1)/2} and s := s * + {(n − 1)/2}, with 0 ≤ {α} < 1 denoting the fractional part of α.
Not only does Theorem 1.3 give a robust method for proving identities between mock ϑ-functions, but it also gives a robust method for converting Hecke-type double sums into Appell-Lerch sums. Moreover, the formula also finds mock theta conjecture-like identities. In recent work [3] , Andrews expands special families of Eulerian forms in terms of qorthogonal polynomials. His expansion formulas simultaneously prove identities of RogersRamanujan type as well as Hecke-type double sum expansions for mock ϑ-functions. For example, Andrews' formula [3, (1.19) ] proves Slater's identity [16, (39 
and also proves a Hecke-type double sum expansion for a new mock ϑ-function [3, (1.14)]
Using Theorem 1.3, the author showed the following new mock theta conjecture-like identity [14] :
In [14] , the author also used Theorem 1.3 to find new mock theta conjecture-like identities for another new mock ϑ-function of Andrews [3] as well as for two new mock ϑ-functions of Bringmann, et al, [6] . Theorem 1.3 can also be used to find more exotic identities. In other recent work of Andrews [4] , mock ϑ-functions are obtained from identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type by interchanging the role of evens and odds in the partition theoretic interpretations of the Eulerian forms. Andrews thus found the following Hecke-type double sum expansion [4, (4.25)], which is related to mock theta functions:
Using Theorem 1.3 as a guide, we are quickly led to
4) which holds numerically. Theorem 1.3 was originally shown in [10] by computing functional equations and then checking poles and residues. In this note we give a new proof of Theorem 1.3, that uses a special case of Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation. The new proof sheds light on the structure of the θ n,p expression and demonstrates an amount of control over the number of terms involved. In Section 2 we recall the special case of Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation and prove some technical results needed for the new proof of Theorem 1.3, which we carry out in Section 3.
Preliminaries
We first recall Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation formula.
We will use the following corollary which follows by setting a = y and b = qy. See, for example [8, Theorem 1.5].
Corollary
where sg(r, s) := sg(r) + sg(s) /2.
We now derive some technical results, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. The technical results will allow us to expand Appell-Lerch sums and quotients of theta functions in terms of multiple sums of q-series, i.e. sums like the left-hand side of (2.2). The following two lemmas are for the n odd case of the proof of Theorem 1.3. The n even versions are similar and will be omitted.
Lemma 2.3. Let x, y ∈ C * , n and p positive integers with n odd, and r an integer with
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We have that Lemma 2.4. Let x, y ∈ C * , n and p positive integers with n odd, and k an integer with
and for (n + 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 we have
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we obtain
where t is an integer with 0 ≤ t ≤ n − 1. The lemma then follows by setting t = (n − 1)/2 − k when 0 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1)/2 and by setting
Lemma 2.5. If |q| < |x| < 1, then
Proof of Lemma 2.5. By Definition 1.1, we have
.
Noting that |q k x| < 1 if and only if k ≥ 0, the result then follows from the geometric series.
Lemma 2.6. If |q| < |qx| < 1, then
Proof of Lemma 2.6. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. Let n be a positive integer and r, s, k, w integers. Then
Proof of Lemma 2.7. This is a straightforward result of the fact that sg(−1−r) = −sg(r).
proof of theorem 1.3
We prove the case n odd; the case n even is similar and will be omitted. We rewrite the statement of Theorem 1.3:
It suffices to prove (3.1) in the case
The result will then follow from analytic continuation. We rewrite the right-hand side of (3.1). By Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.2, the last quotient of the right-hand side of (3.1) equals
We also have that
so the right-hand side of (3.1) equals
Now we apply the change of variables r = R − pu, s = S − pt, v = t − u − w. This allows us to remove the sums over r and s. The general term (3.2) then becomes
We make one more change of variables: R = r + nw + (n − 1)/2, S = s − nw − (n + 1)/2. The right-hand side of (3.1) then equals
We break (3.4) up into two parts:
In the first line of (3.5), we rewrite r as rn + k where 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. In the second line of (3.5), we do the same for s. For the final form of the right-hand side of (3.1), we then have
We rewrite the left-hand side of (3.1). The first term on the left-hand side of (3.1) equals
The second term on the left-hand side of (3.1) equals
To rewrite (3.8) we use Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 for 0 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1)/2 as well as Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 for (n + 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Thus (3.8) becomes
Substitute t = (n + p)s + r and rewrite the exponent of q to have ) .
In the four sums, we substitute v = −w − 1 − r, v = −w − 2 − r, v = w − s, and v = w − 1 − s respectively to produce 
